We present preliminary results of the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory OSSE observations of the Crab pulsar. The pulsar energy spectra and light curves are in general agreement with previous observations, validating the OSSE pulsar data acquisition modes and data analysis algorithms. The data suggest that the spectrum of the pulsar varies throughout the light curve. The interpulse" region has a slightly atter spectrum in the 60 250 keV region and a slightly steeper spectrum at higher energies than the two main pulses. We nd no evidence for any lines in the spectra with a typical sensitivity of about 10 ,4 photons cm ,2 s ,1 .
INTRODUCTION
The Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment OSSE; Johnson et al. 1989 observed the Crab pulsar during instrument activation and also during observation period 1. In this paper we report on the preliminary analysis of the data acquired during viewing period 1 17 May 1991 to 30 May 1991.
The OSSE pulsar data modes permit acquisition of time-tagged gamma-ray energy losses for the study of fast pulsars. The entire event stream for the detectors cannot be accommodated on an event-by-event basis in telemetry; consequently, the pulsar processing includes event selection and compression for telemetry formatting. The pulsar processing permits the de nition of up to eight energy bands to be included in the transmitted pulsar data. These energy bands, as well as the rest of the pulsar data collection con guration, can be de ned by OSSE mission operations activities and uploaded into the experiment via command. The pulsar data can therefore be optimized to the speci c observing strategy and energy range of particular interest while limiting the event rate to that which can be handled in the OSSE telemetry. Gamma-ray e v ents quali ed as being in one of these eight energy bands are then processed in one of two modes: 1 event-by-event mode, where selected events are time-tagged, and both energy loss and arrival time of the event are transmitted in the telemetry, or 2 rate mode, where high time resolution rate samples are taken in each of the eight energy bands.
The event-by-event mode of pulsar data provides the highest time resolution for the study of fast pulsars. This mode time-tags events accurate to 0.125 milliseconds at its highest resolution, and transmits the arrival times, detector identi cations, and encoded energy losses. Depending on the OSSE telemetry format, a maximum of 290 events per second is supported in the event-by-event pulsar mode.
The pulsar rate mode can accommodate a much higher event rate but at the sacri ce of spectral resolution. This mode records the numb e r o f e v ents in each of the de ned energy bands at a speci ed sample frequency. The highest sample rate in this mode provides a resolution of 4 milliseconds. Sample times from 4 msec to 512 msec can be selected. In this mode OSSE can achieve its best sensitivity to a continuum ux.
The data presented here were collected in the 1 millisecond event-by-event or EBE mode, and various energy ranges were selected at di erent times for di erent detectors in order to cover nearly the entire 50 keV 10 MeV range with optimal energy resolution.
ANALYSIS METHOD
Using a version of TEMPO Taylor and Weisberg 1989 and a position of the Crab pulsar based on an ephemeris provided by T a ylor and Nice private communication, we corrected the arrival time of the time-tagged photons to the solar system barycenter. Next, we epoch-folded the data using the relative phases of these events calculated from the ephemeris provided by T a ylor and Nice Table 1. The resulting light curve for the 60 246 keV energy range integrated over the observations made from TJD 8393.6 to 8399.5 is shown in Figure 1 . In order to compare the phase of our pulse with that seen at radio frequencies, further phase corrections must be applied to the light curve T a ylor, private communication. However, even after applying these corrections, there is still a net o set of approximately 6 milliseconds between the two light curves. This o set is almost certainly not real, but is probably caused by insu cient accuracy in extrapolating the radio phase to in nite frequency. F urther study of this problem is required.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In Figure 2 we show the light curves in several broad energy channels and in Figure 3 we show the hardness ratio as a function of phase. From these two gures we see that in the lower energy range, the spectrum of the interpulse region phase bins 20 to 29 is atter than the spectra of the pulse peaks phase bins 14 to 19 and 35 to 41. This is in basic agreement with Knight 1982 , Mahoney et al. 1984 , and Agrinier et al. 1990 . We have produced several preliminary spectra, but it is too early to report a detailed spectral comparison between the di erent regions.
The average spectrum is shown in Figure 4 where we see very good agreement with previous experiments. Note, this is only an approximate photon spectrum since we used a simpli ed instrument response model which ignored Compton scattering.
We cannot conclusively exclude the existence of the 440 keV line in the spectrum of the second peak reported by the FIGARO group Agrinier et al. 1990 , Massaro et al. 1991 photons cm ,2 s ,1 . The FIGARO result is based on combining data from balloon ights made on 11 July 1986 and 9 July 1990. In our data, we nd that no features are obvious at 440 keV or elsewhere. Our 2 upper limit to a line that is intrinsically much narrower than OSSE's 8:5 detector resolution at 440 keV i s 0 : 8 10 ,4 photons cm ,2 s ,1 . On average, between 200 and 500 keV, our 2 sensitivity to a narrow line for this observation is 10 ,4 photons cm ,2 s ,1 .
CONCLUSIONS
The OSSE pulsar mode is performing as designed. For the Crab pulsar, we nd general agreement with previous experiments in terms of average spectra and pulse shape. We do not yet have a n y evidence for line features in the spectra, but further analysis must be done. The di erence in spectral shape between the interpulse region and the peaks exhibited in our data is consistent with that reported by Knight 1982 . This spectral di erence suggests that the interpulse emission is coming from a di erent site than the peak emission. Figure 3 . The Crab pulsar light curve compared with the hardness ratio, plotted as the ratio of the higher energy channel counts over the lower energy channel. Figure 4 . The average OSSE Crab pulsar spectrum, unfolded using only the instrument photopeak response, compared with the spectra measured by HEAO-3 Mahoney et al. 1984 and FIGARO Agrinier et al. 1990 OSSE 
